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Embeddings of an M 12 Geometry: Some Simple 
Combinatorial Descriptions 
SARAH REES 
We use graph theoretical methods to find two different embeddings for the 2-local geometry of 
M12 • One of these gives a very elementary geometrical illustration of the inclusion ofM12 as a large 
subgroup of the orthogonal group Oi(i(2), the other a beautiful demonstration of combinatorial 
techniques at use in representation theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this short paper is to exhibit two em beddings of the 2-local geometry for 
M 12 as systems of subspaces of modules for the group over the finite field of two elements. 
Graph theoretical methods provide very natural descriptions of the embeddings. 
We describe two different embeddings of the M 12 geometry, one 10- and one 44-
dimensional. These are not the only embeddings that exist; there is also, for instance, a 
non-trivial irreducible 16-dimensional embedding. We have chosen these two particular 
embeddings because of the elementary way in which each can be described. The very simple 
10-dimensional embedding shows the M 12 geometry as a subgeometry of the building for 
the group 2D 5(4) and thus illustrates naturally the inclusion of M 12 as a large subgroup 
of O;o(2), the automorphism group of 2 D5(4). On the other hand, the more intricate 
44-dimensional embedding gives a beautiful illustration of graph theoretical techniques by 
finding the module as a set of switching classes of graphs. 
In describing these modules graph theoretically we are using no more than the fact that 
M 12 acts as a permutation group on a set of 12 elements, and in fact both the modules we 
describe are also (well known) modules for the symmetric group S12 • Graph theoretical 
methods work particularly well as a means of describing or embedding modules here, but 
of course they may have a much wider use as a means of giving useful descriptions for 
GF(2)-modules of many other permutation groups. 
I should make it clear that the modular representations of M 12 and indeed of all five of 
the Mathieu groups are already well known, and that this paper does not claim to introduce 
them for the first time. The modular characters of the Mathieu groups and much else 
besides are given in [7]. The 44-dimensional module in particular is widely explored in [1]. 
There also the module is described graphically. The description there however is given in 
terms of graphs on 11 vertices (for the module remains irreducible for both S11 and M 11 ) 
and is therefore not suitable for the purposes of this paper. 
1. THE 2-LoCAL GEOMETRY FOR Ml2 
We define the 2-local geometry Tfor M 12 as follows. LetS be a Sylow 2-group for M 12 , 
of order 26 • S lies in two proper non-isomorphic subgroups of M 12 , both maximal, both of 
order 26.3. We define Tas a geometry of points and lines whose points are the elements of 
one of the two conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups over the conjugacy class of S and 
whose lines are the elements of the other conjugacy class. A point and line are said to be 
incident if as subgroups of M 12 they intersect in a Sylow 2-group. In this way we define a 
geometry of 495 points and 495 lines, with three points incident with each line and three 
lines incident with each point. 
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It is probably more natural to describe the 2-local geometry in terms of the S(5, 6, 12) 
Steiner system (with 12 points and blocks of size 6) of which M12 is the group of auto-
morphisms. One of the two conjugacy classes of subgroups containing Sylow 2-groups of 
M 12 consists of the setwise stabilizers of the 495 4-sets of the set n of 12 points of the 
S(5, 6, 12) Steiner system. Let P 1 be a representative of this class, stabilising a 4-set A, and 
P2 a representative of the other conjugacy class. We shall call conjugates of P 1 points and 
conjugates of P2 lines. Any 5-set of n is contained in a unique block of the Steiner system,. 
so the set A is contained in 4 different blocks, and the pairs of points in .!1\A which 
join with A to form blocks partition .!1\A. Thus A defines a partition A. of n of shape 
4, 2, 2, 2, 2. Three possible partitions of shape 4, 4, 4 subdivide to give A.. Each of these is 
fixed as a partition by some conjugate of P2 • 
Thus we see that we can identify the points of the geometry with 4-sets of nand the lines 
with those partitions of n of shape 4, 4, 4 which arise as above. A 4-set A and partition J1 
correspond to an incident point and line if A is an element of Jl. 
This geometry is well known and is already described in [3], [6] and [10], and its incidence 
graph in [2] and [5]. 
2. EMBEDDINGS OF GROUP GEOMETRIES 
Several articles of Ronan and Smith, such as [8] and [9], describe a method that finds all 
'nice' em beddings of group geometries constructed as above. For the purposes ofthis article 
we say that a vector space U over GF(2) embeds our geometry Tifwe can identify the points 
of rwith certain !-dimensional subspaces of U and the lines ofr with certain 2-dimensional 
subspaces of U in such a way that a point and line of r are incident precisely when the 
subspace of U corresponding to the point is contained in the subspace of U corresponding 
to the line. Alternatively-for our decision to call subgroups in one of the two conjugacy 
classes points and those in the other lines was after all fairly arbitrary-we say that U 
embeds rif we can identify the points of rwith certain 2-spaces and the lines with certain 
1-spaces of U in the same manner. We require also that the action of the group M12 on the 
geometry r makes u into a module for the group. 
For the embedding to be 'nice' we expect the subspaces of U which correspond to points 
and lines of rto span U, and we are most interested in those spaces U which give irreducible 
modules for the group. 
The methods of Ronan and Smith and calculations of S. Smith reveal that for either of 
the two types of embeddings described above we have a 'universal' 77-dimensional module 
(with composition factors of dimensions 1, 10, and 44 in the first case, and of dimensions 
1, 16 and 44 in the second case) of which all 'nice' irreducible modules that embed the 
geometry in that fashion are quotients. More details of the theory behind this are available 
in [8] and [9] and in innumerable preprints by the same two authors. 
We are concerned here merely with the descriptions of two particular embeddings of this 
geometry, an embedding with points corresponding to 1-spaces and lines to 2-spaces of the 
irreducible tO-dimensional module for M 12 and an embedding with points corresponding to 
2-spaces and lines to !-spaces of the irreducible 44-dimensional module for M 12 • 
3. THE 10-DIMENSIONAL EMBEDDING OF THE Ml2 GEOMETRY 
We view M12 as a permutation group on the set n = {1, 2, ... , 12} of points of the 
Steiner system. A 12-dimensional permutation module U over GF(2) is naturally associated 
with this action. The elements of n correspond to a basis of U and in general the vectors 
of U are in correspondence with the subsets of n (the zero vector corresponding to the 
empty subset, and vector addition to ordinary Boolean addition). 
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The set of all even subsets of Q forms an 11-dimensiona1 submodule, V, which contains 
the !-dimensional submodule spanned by n. 
W = Vj(Q) is a 10-dimensional module. The most obvious way to describe its vectors 
is as partitions of Q into 2 sets of even size, but we may also describe it graphically. 
Each vector may be viewed as a complete bipartite graph on 12 vertices (the two classes of 
vertices of the graph corresponding to the two parts of the partition of Q). The vertices 
are labelled by the elements of !2, and the two classes of vertices are each of even size. The 
vector space sum of two such graphs is the natural one: an edge joins two vertices in the 
sum of graphs G1 and G2 precisely if there is such an edge in one of the two graphs but not 
in both. 
We use the module W to embed the geometry, and we describe it here graphically as 
above in order to conform with the graphical description that we shall also use for our 
second embedding. If A is a 4-set of n (a point ofT) we identify A with the complete 
bipartite graph with vertex classes A and !1\A; this is a vector of W spanning a 1-space 
of W. Now the three points of a line of rare three 4-sets partitioning Q; the sum of the 
corresponding K4,8 complete bipartite graphs is therefore the graph with no edges, that is 
the zero vector of W. Thus three points on a line of r correspond to three l-spaces of W 
that span a 2-space of W. This gives us a correspondence between lines of rand 2-spaces 
of Wand shows that we do indeed have an embedding of r in Win which points appear 
as 1-spaces and lines as 2-spaces. 
So now consider a new geometry T' of points and lines defined as follows. T' has as 
points all the points of rand as lines all sets of 3 points of r corresponding to non-zero 
vectors in a 2-space of Wand which as 4-sets of Q have pairwise even intersection. Clearly 
every line of r is a line of r but it is also clear that there are more lines in r than in r. 
It is relatively straightforward to check that the Buekenhout-Shult axioms of[4] hold in r'. 
So r' consists of the points and lines of a polar space with three points per line which 
embeds in a 10-dimensional space over GF(2). In fact r' is the geometry of points and lines 
of the building for the group 010(2) (or rather 2 D5 (4)). So we see that the 2-local geometry 
for M 12 consists of all of the points and some of the lines of the 010(2) polar space; in fact 
we. see that 2 points are collinear in the polar space precisely when they are at distance 
1, 2, 3, 5 or 6 in the collinearity graph of the M 12 geometry. M 12 acts transitively on the 
points of its 2-local geometry and hence also on the points of the 010(2) polar space. M 12 
(and also S12 ) preserves the structure of the polar space; thus we find both M 12 and S12 as 
large subgroups of the automorphism group of 010(2), which is 010(2). 
4. THE 44-DIMENSIONAL EMBEDDING OF THE M 12 GEOMETRY 
Again we view M 12 as a permutation group on Q = {I, 2, ... , 12}, and let U be the 
naturally associated permutation module over GF(2). Then the exterior square of U, A 2(U) 
is the permutation module naturally associated with the action of the group on (f), the set 
of unordered 2-sets from n. So each vector in A2(U), as a set of such pairs, can be described 
pictorially by a graph over Q which contains an edge for each pair in the set. In this case 
A2(U) can be viewed as the space of all graphs over n, with addition of graphs being the 
natural addition already described in section 3 for the module W. 
The great advantage of using this graphical description for A 2(U) is that many sub-
modules arise very naturally. Of course the module W of all complete bipartite graphs 
involving all 12 vertices of Q and with vertex classes of even size, already described in 
section 3, is a submodule. So also are X, the space of all graphs on ilwith an even number 
of edges, and Y, the space of all graphs on Q with even valency at every vertex. A2 (U) itself 
is 66-dimensional, and the submodules W, X and Y are 10-, 65-, and 55-dimensional 
respectively. W lies inside the 54-dimensional module X n Y, and the quotient module 
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Z = X n Y/W is 44-dimensional. This is the irreducible 44-dimensional module for M12 , 
and it is in this that we shall find out second embedding. 
We have found our module as the set of all graphs over n with even valency at every 
vertex and an even number of edges, subject to the condition that we identify two such 
graphs whose sum is complete bipartite and involves all twelve vertices of n. To use the 
terminology of Seidel in [II], Z is precisely the set of switching classes of graphs on n with 
an even number of edges and even valency at every vertex. 
With this description of Z the embedding of the geometry Tis very straightforward. This 
time lines of the geometry embed as 1-spaces. Each line of r determines a 4, 4, 4 partition 
of nand thus determines a complete tripartite K4,4,4 graph, a non-zero vector of Z. No two 
lines of Tdetermine the same vector. Three K4,4,4 s corresponding to three lines of Tthrough 
a point sum to give a K4•8 , which is trivial in Z. Thus the three l-spaces of Z corresponding 
to three lines through a point span a 2-space of Z. This gives us an identification between 
points of rand certain 2-spaces of Z, and we have our embedding. 
5. FURTHER UsE OF GRAPHICAL METHODS 
In getting these graphical descriptions of the modules Wand Z all we have really used 
is the fact that M12 is a permutation group. Clearly similar descriptions exist for some of 
the GF(2)-modules of other permutation groups. Whenever G is a permutation group on 
a finite set ilwith associated permutation module U over GF(2) the module A 2(U) can be 
viewed as a space of graphs, and certain submodules and sections of it can then be described 
very naturally. The most obvious of these will always be those which, like the specific 
modules Wand Z considered in this article, are also modules for the symmetric group on 
n. The descriptions of other modules will clearly depend to a certain extent on the labelling 
of the vertices of the graphs by the elements of n. 
In fact we could study any of the exterior powers Ak(U) combinatorially. For Ak(U) is 
the natural permutation module over GF(2) associated with the action of G on the set (f) 
of unordered k-sets of n and the vectors of Ak(U) correspond to the subsets of (f). 
Recognising that a graph is nothing more or less than a !-dimensional simplicial complex, 
we find graphical descriptions for these higher exterior powers of U within the language of 
simplicial complexes. We find the module Ak(U) as the space of all (k - I)-dimensional 
simplicial complexes whose vertices are labelled by all the elements of n and with the 
additional property that maximal simplices are either 0- or (k - I)-dimensional. Each 
subset A of (ild is then naturally identified with a unique simplicial complex in A\U) 
whose (k - I)-dimensional simplices correspond to the elements of A. If I 1 and I2 are 
(k - I)-dimensional simplicial complexes of this type, we define their sum to be the unique 
simplicial complex of the same type in which a set {ih i2 , ••• , id labels the vertices of a 
maximal simplex precisely when it does so in one of I 1 and I 2 but not in both. Just as in 
the case of A 2 ( U), the advantage of this graphical description over more standard descriptions 
is that certain submodules and sections can now be seen more clearly. For instance, we have 
an obvious submodule of Ak ( U) consisting of all appropriate simplicial complexes in which 
any (k - 2)-dimensional simplex is contained in an even number of (k - I)-dimensional 
simplices; another submodule arises as the set of all appropriate simplicial complexes in 
which any vertex is contained in an even number of (k - I)-dimensional simplices. 
I do not claim that these graphical techniques necessarily achieve a great deal in terms 
of, for instance, computation of composition factors of a module Ak(U) that cannot be 
done by more standard techniques. The advantage of this viewpoint is rather in giving a 
pictorial view of the modules concerned, making them simply easier to understand. The 
extent to which the graphical description of the modules Ak(U) fork greater than 2 may 
be more useful than the usual methods must depend on the geometric intuition of the user. 
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